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Wireless power transfer, based on magnetic resonance, has excelled at delivering long-range power to products and systems in a unique and cost-effective manner. The Alliance for Wireless Power (A4WP) was formed to take on the challenge of creating and driving industry standards for wireless power.

WiTricity joined the board of the A4WP in 2014 to help standardize wireless charging for consumer devices. Its mission is to revolutionize wireless power by developing and commercializing highly resonant wireless power transfer technology. WiTricity's Rezence™ specification for magnetic resonance wireless power transfer systems is scalable and efficient—capable of delivering high power and high efficiency over large distances.

Rezence™ technology is making industry standards for wireless charging a reality. WiTricity is leading the way in the development and commercialization of highly resonant wireless power transfer technology. The technology is scalable, efficient, and capable of delivering high power and high efficiency over large distances. The technology is being used to power a variety of consumer devices, including laptops, tablets, and smartphones, as well as medical devices, electric vehicles, and more.

The MIT wireless power research drove massive interest from the press and public, resulting in more than 300 print articles and radio reports worldwide. The MIT wireless power research also led to the formation of the A4WP, which is working to develop and standardize wireless power systems based on magnetic resonance. The A4WP is made up of companies from around the world, including Apple, Samsung, and Sony, and is working to create a global wireless power ecosystem.

The wireless power market is expected to grow significantly over the next few years, with revenues expected to reach $8.5 billion by 2018. The market is expected to be driven by the increasing demand for wireless power in consumer devices, as well as the growing interest in wireless power for electric vehicles and other applications. The market is also expected to be driven by the development of new technologies, such as the Rezence™ specification for magnetic resonance wireless power transfer systems, which is scalable and efficient and capable of delivering high power and high efficiency over large distances.
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